The Future of Security

SDC is uniquely situated to innovate and integrate solutions for the convergence of mechanical hardware and electronic access control technology. As a full line, access control company, we have a singular focus and commitment to the innovation and design of complete Access & Egress solutions.

Our Power over Ethernet (PoE) Capable Locking Hardware is the same robust, reliable, and quality Access Controls and Electric Locks the industry has relied upon for over 40 years. Only now, they can be installed and connected to your access control system via ordinary Ethernet network cables - which facilitate power. In a PoE enabled network, direct electrical current (DC) flows over the network cable together with normal Ethernet data traffic.

Gone are the days of pulling power lines when electric power is not within reach and installing power supplies and controllers for powering access control devices. And, you can use existing Ethernet cables to make powering and connecting even easier and less costly. SDC PoE Capable Locking Hardware is part of our earth-friendly line of low-power, energy efficient products, making them a great green solution to virtually any Access Control application.

SDC is bringing you the future of security...now.

To learn more about Power over Ethernet Capable Locking Hardware, see our PoE Solutions brochure.